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So you're a freelance marketer, designer, coach, growth hacker etc thinking about

building your business in 2021. VC platform teams can be your ace in the hole.

We need you! We love you! We can be a great stream of biz ... IF you know how to

pitch us.

Here's my advice:

PSA: if you don't know, VC platform teams are the (usually) non-investing professionals who support portfolio companies in

functional areas.

@upfrontvc has a Head of Talent, a Head of Legal, and a Head of Marketing (me!) We're all former senior operators in

startups.

As individuals we can't *do* the work for ~ 100 active companies, but we *can* reco resources to teams who may not have

the experience, and definitely don't have time, to find them.

I look for fit in functional skills, category, pricing & chemistry. One size does not fit all.

So! Cold pitches work! But not like this: "I'm a freelance graphic designer, here's my book, please consider me, good day."

Problem is now I have to work to figure out if/where you would fit & I couldn't meet with everyone even if I wanted to.

A better 1st pitch:

1. Give me a functional/skills scope. Instead of "I'm a comms consultant" (generic) tell me "I'm a comms consultant who

works with startups on messaging, media training and media relations."

Or: "I'm a growth consultant w/ a core focus on paid Facebook & Instagram campaigns."

2. Next: any category expertise/interest. 
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"Visual designer with experience in UI/UX, brand identity, and graphic design, particularly in ecomm businesses." 

 

"Content strategist w/ experience in B2B businesses, esp fintech and health tech" 

 

Even: "interest in women founded biz"

Of course include proof:

- Website/book

- Content samples

- Clients you've worked with, esp other startups

- Your background or past jobs (e.g. you worked at a big SaaS company and now you're consulting on SaaS)

A LinkedIn is good but usually not sufficient.

With all of this, now I know who you are, what you're great at, who you've worked with and where you might make sense in

the portfolio. Personally, I'm much more likely to have a quick call to learn more about you (personal chemistry, pricing, etc.)

I know it can seem counterintuitive to narrow your scope but IMO the more focus, the better. Anyone who tells me they "do it

all" - that might be true, but it's generic.

I LOVE someone who says "here's what I'm great at, here's what I don't do." Help me help you!

Lastly, I would try to find an email or (even better but not required) a warm intro. IMO LinkedIn messages are too easy to

miss amidst all the unrelated spam (seriously, I feel like I'm about to get LinkedIn mail from that Christmas onesie.)
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